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Introduction
Commercial aircraft are currently forbidden from flying supersonically overland in the United States, per regulations dating back to the 1970s (Refs. 1 and 2). Despite this, there is an interest within the aviation community to see the resurgence of commercial supersonic transport aircraft into the national airspace. The NASA Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate has incorporated this desire into their Strategic Implementation Plan, with one of its goals being to aid in the "introduction of affordable, low-boom, low-noise, and low-emission [commercial] supersonic transports" by 2035 (Ref. 3) . The Lockheed Martin LM1044-3b, a conceptual N+2 commercial supersonic transport aircraft (Ref. 4) shown in Figure 1 , has been used in prior studies to better understand jet-surface interactions and to explore jet noise reduction techniques (Refs. 5 to 8). One such technique was to move the engines from underneath the wings to above the wings, which would allow for potential jet noise shielding relative to ground observers. While a recent test was conducted at the NASA Glenn Research Center's AeroAcoustic Propulsion Laboratory to help quantify this acoustic benefit, preliminary Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes (RANS) simulations were performed prior to the test to assess whether this concept would be feasible: i.e., would flow separation occur around the nacelles? Would inlet performance for top-mounted propulsion at take-off conditions suffer? This paper presents the results of these simulations for a top-mounted propulsion version of the conceptual LM1044-3b transport aircraft.
Geometry and Numerical Modeling Geometry and Grid Representation
The LM1044-3b is a conceptual supersonic transport aircraft with three engines: outboard engines mounted underneath each wing and one top-mounted center engine. Each engine comprises of an external compression, axisymmetric spike inlet with auxiliary doors and a three-stream inverted velocity profile nozzle. The LM1044-3b geometry was used as a starting point from which the outboard engines were moved from underneath the wing to above the wing. The new top-mounted outboard engine locations were identical to a previous study (Ref. 8) with the original and final locations of the outboard engines shown in Figure 2 . Due to the top-mounted outboard engine pylon geometry being unavailable from that previous study, a simple pylon, shown in Figure 3 , was designed to attach the outboard engines to the airframe. The inboard side of the pylon bottoms, when viewed from the top, were designed to the form of a quadratic contour, which was symmetric about the mid-point of the pylons. The outboard side of the pylon bottoms, when viewed from the top, were simply merged with the aircraft airframe. For comparison purposes, the outboard engine pylon used for the under-the-wing configuration is also shown in Figure 3 . The reader is cautioned that there was no optimization involved in the design of the top-mounted outboard engine pylons. The resulting new top-mounted propulsion aircraft geometry, referred to in this paper as the LM1044-TMP, is shown in Figure 4 . An unstructured viscous grid containing mostly tetrahedral cells was constructed using the Pointwise grid generation software (Ref. 9) to represent the LM1044-TMP geometry. Due to symmetry, only half of the aircraft geometry was modeled. Additionally, the support struts within the inlets were not modeled. The initial grid consisted of 14.6 million nodes with examples of the surface grid shown in Figure 5 . The viscous grid layers were spaced such that there was a y + <2 for most of the surface grid with pockets along the pylon edges that had y + values as high as 3.2. The volume grid also included node clustering around the plume regions, with node spacing of 2 in. An initial plume grid study showed lower than expected values of turbulent kinetic energy (tke) within the plume regions based on earlier simulations of a similar isolated nozzle configuration (Ref. 7) . The spacing between nodes within the plume regions was subsequently halved, with results shown in Figure 6 . The initial grid with the "refined" plume grid, totaling 19.2 million nodes, would become the baseline grid for the simulations presented in this paper. 
Flow Solver and Boundary Conditions
The FUN3D (Ref. Simulations were run at take-off conditions at both 0° and 8° angle of attack. Table 1 outlines the freestream  conditions while Table 2 lists the nozzle inflow boundary conditions. The inlet outflow boundary condition was set to a constant mass flow of 860 lbm/s. All engines used the same boundary conditions.
Results

Grid Refinement Study
An initial grid refinement study was performed, using the 19.2 million node baseline grid as the starting point. Grid refinement consisted of uniformly increasing the node count on the surface connectors by a factor of 1.25 and subsequently decreasing the initial spacing off of the viscous surfaces by a factor of 1.25. This resulted in a volume grid with 32.3 million nodes. For simplicity, only the 0° angle of attack case was simulated for the initial grid refinement study.
Several different parameters were chosen to help quantify grid independence. First, a qualitative approach was chosen to examine the grid sensitivity in the plume regions by plotting the tke normalized by the ideally expanded primary stream jet velocity. Engine centerline cuts are shown in Figure 7 , which upon inspection, show that the baseline grid is not grid independent in these regions. A quantitative approach was chosen for the remaining parameters, starting with the lift coefficient, drag coefficient, and the lift-to-drag ratio of the aircraft. These were computed in order to determine the grid sensitivity to the overall aircraft surface and are displayed in Table 3 . The coefficients of lift and drag were defined as follows: Table 3 , it can be shown that the lift coefficient, drag coefficient, and the lift-to-drag ratio are changing by at most 1.6 percent relative to the baseline grid values. In order to get a sense of the grid sensitivity in the inlet regions, the average total pressure recovery and the ARP 1420 distortion parameters (Ref. 14) DPCP and DPRP were computed at the aerodynamic interface planes (AIPs) for both the outboard and center engine inlets. These parameters, displayed in Table 4 for the outboard engine inlet and Table 5 for the center engine inlet, show that while the average total pressure recovery is changing by only 0.08 percent, the average inlet distortions are changing by as much as 20 percent compared to the baseline grid values. Finally, the thrust for each engine was computed to get a quantitative idea of the grid sensitivity in the nozzle regions, with the percent difference in thrust between the two grids shown in Table 6 . Based on this data, it is shown that the thrust is changing marginally between the two grids by at most 0.32 percent, which suggests grid convergence in the nozzle regions. Even though the refined grid is not shown to be grid independent in some regions, it was determined that the percent differences were acceptable and thus the remainder of the simulations were performed strictly on the refined grid. Figure 8 shows iso-surfaces of negative u velocity, colored by the nondimensional u velocity, around the inlet nacelles for both 0° and 8° angles of attack. The iso-surface was defined at a nondimensional u velocity of -0.0001. The lack of red regions at 0° and the small amount of red regions around the outboard engine pylon leading edges at 8° in the figure implies that that there is very little separation outside of the inlets around their respective nacelles. For another perspective, Figure 9 shows the u velocity contours nondimensionalized by the freestream u velocity for the outboard engine centerline at both 0° and 8° angles of attack. Based on the figure, there is very little separation within the inlet with the exception of inside the upper lip of the nacelle. Also there is very little difference between the two angles of attack. Figure 10 shows u velocity contours at various axial stations for 0° and 8° angles of attack with axial station references shown in Figure 11 . Just like the engine centerline plot, there is virtually no separation present within the inlet. There is some sensitivity to angle of attack downstream of the auxiliary doors (downstream of x = 2260) with slightly lower velocity flow within the inlet at 8° angle of attack compared to 0° angle of attack. The lack of separation internal to and external of the inlets indicates that there is a reduced risk of extra noise being generated in and around the inlet nacelles.
Inlets
Aside from looking at potential sources of flow separation in/around the inlets, inlet performance data was also computed. Figure 12 shows the 40-probe total pressure recovery contour plots for both the center and outboard engine inlets. It can be seen that both inlets have a reduced total pressure recovery as the angle of attack is increased. This is further supported by the computed average total pressure recovery at the AIP, shown in Figure 13 for the center and outboard engines on both the LM1044-3b and LM1044-TMP configurations. Figure 14 shows the ARP 1420 distortion parameters for both the outboard and center engine inlets. It can be seen that for the outboard engine inlet, the circumferential and radial distortions both increase with the higher angle of attack. However, this trend is reversed for the center engine inlet. It is also shown that mounting the outboard engines to above the wing from beneath the wing has reduced the distortion, more significantly for the circumferential component, for both the outboard and center engines.
For additional comparisons with the underwing configuration, the LM1044-TMP was run at two additional angles of attack: 6° and 9°. Based on Figures 13 and 14 , it can be shown that the computed inlet performance data for the top-mounted configuration is similar to the under-the-wing configuration, with slight improvements in the average total pressure recovery (by as much as 0.2 percent) and inlet distortion (by as much as 88.1 percent for the circumferential distortion and 38.4 percent for the radial distortion). These simulations suggest that there is very little inlet performance penalty for mounting the outboard engines above the wing at take-off. Figure 15 shows iso-surfaces of negative u velocity, colored by the nondimensional u velocity, around the nozzle nacelles and aft deck. The iso-surface was defined at a nondimensional u velocity of -0.0001. Just like what was shown in Figure 8 around the inlet nacelles, the lack of red regions in the figure shows that there is very little separation outside the nozzle and aft deck areas and the separations (represented by the red regions) are fairly consistent between the two angles of attack. Figure 16 shows tke contour plots nondimensionalized by the primary stream ideally expanded jet velocity at various axial stations around the outboard engine nozzles for 0° and 8° angle of attack. See Figure 17 for axial station references. It can be seen that there is very little difference in the tke contour plots between the two angles of attack and that there are no pockets of high tke around the outboard engine nozzle. This, coupled with very little separation outside the nozzles, suggests that there is a reduced risk of extra noise being generated around the engine nozzles and aft deck. 
Nozzles
Conclusions/Recommendations
To conclude, RANS simulations of the LM1044-3b conceptual supersonic transport aircraft were performed with the outboard engines mounted above the wing instead of beneath the wing. The simulations were completed at take-off conditions at both 0° and 8° angle of attack. The results showed little sensitivity to the angle of attack with respect to flow separation-based potential noise sources. In addition, these simulations showed that there is no inlet performance penalty for mounting the outboard engines above the wing, as the computed inlet distortion and total pressure recovery were comparable to that of the initial under-the-wing configuration. One recommendation for an additional study would be to assess the possible fan/inlet noise implications of this top-mounted propulsion system. A final recommendation would be to apply the lessons learned in simulating this configuration to future N+2 commercial supersonic transport conceptual aircraft designs. These lessons include unstructured grid generation techniques, grid clustering in the regions of interest (such as the plume regions), and minimizing the number of pentahedral cells in the grid if the intention is to use the FUN3D flow solver with it.
